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EBSCO eBook Collection ADDITIONS and REMOVALS 
 
EBSCO publishes eBook metadata for titles added and/or removed to collections. These files are 
currently updated quarterly by EBSCO. These files are used only after the initial EBSCO eBook Collection 
is imported into your catalog. For example, if you import an initial EBSCO eBook Collection in January, 
then in April you would import the same collection's ADDITIONS and REMOVALS data.  
 

File formats include MARC for titles removed, a spreadsheet for titles removed, and a spreadsheet for 
titles added. The significance of these files is that you do not need to first remove the entire old collection 
(function [Remove Online Collection]) and then import the entire new collection for the updates. Instead 
you can apply these smaller additions and removals data to your catalog with these simple steps:  
 

 A. Download a zip file from EBSCO containing the three metadata files,  

    and extract the file;  

 B. Convert the spreadsheets to text tab-delimited files;  

 C. Use function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] to process the text  

    tab-delimited files.  

  

These steps are now discussed.  
 

A. Download a zip file containing the three metadata files and extract the files.  
 

Go to http://support.ebsco.com/downloads/ebooks/subscription_deletes/  and click on your collection. You 
will download a zip file, e.g., the Clinical collection results in the file Titles_Removed_Medical.zip. (Note 
that the EBSCO collection name and its file name do not necessarily match!) Extract the files from the zip 
file using your favorite Windows extraction program, such as WinZip, 7Zip, etc. There should be three 
files within the zip file.  
 

    - a MARC bibliographic file of deleted works;  

    - a spreadsheet of removed titles;  

    - a spreadsheet of added titles.  

  

Using the example of the Clinical Collection, the January 2016 files were respectively named:  
 

   e600xww-DELETE.mrc  

   REMOVALS - eBook Clinical Collection.xlsx  

   ADDITIONS - eBook Clinical Collection.xlsx  

  

You can use the DELETE MARC with the CyberTools function Cataloging-> Import a MARC Bib File, but 
it is a slower option and potentially less accurate than using the REMOVALS spreadsheet. The 
REMOVALS spreadsheet has only four control numbers (BookID, ISBN, eISBN, OCN) whereas the 
MARC could have a large number of control numbers. Fewer control numbers means a record is less 
likely to match on multiple works in the catalog. We advise that you do not use the MARC file, instead 
please use the REMOVALS spreadsheet. The spreadsheet will be faster to process and more accurate.  
 

B. Convert the spreadsheets to text tab-delimited files.  
 

For both the REMOVALS file and the ADDITONS file, open each file with any spreadsheet program. Use 
the spreadsheet's menu bar File->Save As. Change the "Save as Type" to be "Text (Tab-delimited) 
(*.txt)".  
 

If EBSCO changes their spreadsheet's format, then CyberTools software will not work without some 
modification. The software will notify you if there is a problem. Please notify 
Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com of reported EBSCO file format changes. None of the content 
aggregators currently announce format changes in advance.  
 

C. Use function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] to process the text tab-delimited files.  
 

The data are now ready to be imported into your catalog via [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import]. Use [Browse 
to source file] to identify your file. The REMOVALS File Format is "EBSCO eBook REMOVALS ". We 
recommend that you process the REMOVALS before the ADDITIONS. The Z39.50 process is actually 
ignored; instead the software matches the imported data to the works in your catalog, then automatically 
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processes the works through the function [Remove Online Collection] thus preserving any works which 
might have print and/or non-EBSCO URLs.  
 

The ADDITIONS File Format is "EBSCO eBook ADDITIONS ". The import will automatically segue to 
Batch Control. In Batch Control use:  
 

  - MARCout Conversion (if necessary)  

  - Remove Local Tags (if necessary)  

  - Tools->Electronic Resources  

  - Tools->Assign A to Z Group ID  

  - Any miscellaneous editing  

  - Update Catalog with Batch  

 


